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My name is .

Sometimes I play with my friends.

Sometimes I play with my siblings.

Sometimes I play with my cousins.
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Playing can be fun.

When we play it is good to take turns.

Taking turns means one person has a turn then

another person has a turn.
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Taking turns is good so that everyone has a turn.

Sometimes people have the first turn.

Sometimes people have the last turn.

Sometimes people don't like taking turns.
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They might feel worried about when it will be their turn.

They might get cross or upset.

It is good to be kind if someone is upset.

An adult can help me to wait for my turn.
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To stay calm I might:

Take deep breaths•

Ask for squeezes•

Use my fidget spinner•

Watch and notice what the other person is doing in their turn•
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I am learning to take turns.

Taking turns might feel good.

Taking turns helps everyone be a good friend.

WELL DONE ME!
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Taking Turns

My turn Wait Stop Your turn

Staying Calm

squeezes blanket alone time ear defenders

ipad cuddle sensory toys something else


